
HEALING SHAME BY SURRENDERING PERFECTIONISM THROUGH THE 12 STEPS   
(Tricia S. 11-14-21) 

 
Perfectionism in my experience is the Defect of Character that ego/addict self uses to balance Shame.  
 
 
STEP 1:  (HONESTY)  List shame memories & messages to see my powerlessness and unmanageability. 
 What did I decide to do to avoid embarrassment, rejection, feeling less than? 
 
STEP 2:  (HOPE) What do I need from my HP to name it, claim it, and tame it (Shame and its Triggers)?  
 List traits of HP that help me to trust my HP. 
 
STEP 3:  (FAITH)   What prayer do I need to surrender Shame/Perfectionism and its Triggers?  
 Example:  “Thank you, HP, for Your Strength to acknowledge this situation, feeling, and/or thought 
 that drives my Shame/Perfectionism. Thank you for taking it in Your Time and in Your Way.” 
 
STEP 4 :  (COURAGE)  What problems have Shaming/Perfectionistic thoughts and behaviors caused me 
 and others?  What are some positives of Perfectionistic thoughts and behaviors? 

 
STEP 5:  (INTEGRITY)  Share all my writing with a trusted person who has experience with this process. 
 How do I feel about myself and the world after sharing my 5th Step? 
 
STEP 6:  (WILLINGNESS)  Create a chart from ideas written in Steps 4 and 5: 
 

Thoughts Resulting Behavior Unhelpful Helpful 
My way is the one and 
only right way 

Control, manipulate, criticize 
myself/others 

Anger, exhausted, lonely 
overwhelmed, waste time 

Seek to improve, thorough 
job, learn much, leader 

 
 

   

 
STEP 7: (HUMILITY)  Explore ways Perfectionism helps reduce self-condemnation and increases 
 gain acceptance. This is how I became willing to let HP transform this defect in HP’s way and time. 
  e.g. lessons I learned to gain humility; to have realistic expectations of situations, myself & others. 
 
STEP 8:  (SELF-DISCIPLINE)  Write  three different letters to people who shamed me (past/present), so I   
   could forgive  them and myself. 
  1st: Express anger that, because, when; write the same for: disappointments, fears and  
        regrets. Also include what I needed, wanted, expected, and hoped for. 
  2nd:  Reply to first letter as if I am the offending person with an apologizing to me,  
         understanding the effects on me, asking forgiveness, and admitting that I, as the  
          injured party, deserved better. 
  3rd: As myself I write to offender:  “thank you for….” Then write what I’ve learned,  
         what I realize, what I forgive, what I am grateful for, and trust. 
 
WARNING:       Don’t send these letters. Share with your therapist and/or sponsor. The purpose is to  
  accept reality, to let go and learn from the past in order to make space for HP to work  
  on you and through you. 
 
My Prayer:   Thank you, HP, for taking this (what I am surrendering) in YOUR time and in YOUR way. 



 
STEP 9:   (LOVE)  Living Amends: (changing problem behavior to healthier behavior today) 
 Create an action plan that fosters self-care and responsibility. 
 This plan fosters the 3 A’S:  Awareness, Acceptance, and Action. I give myself permission to do it 

imperfectly. This leads to the belief that the Universe is a source of hope and help. All 
circumstances and people are opportunities for awareness, acceptance and action for Good if I am 
willing to learn.  I can learn through success as well as failures, mistakes, or slips.  

 I ask for HP’s gift of willingness to take just one step to recovery. In time, I receive the gift of 
willingness and then the ability to act. 

 

STEPS 10: (PERSEVERANCE), 11 (SPIRITUAL AWARENESS), 12 (SERVICE). “Maintenance Steps” 
 10:  I do an inventory as needed.   
 11:  On a daily basis I aim to take responsibility for my life with a prayer and meditation practice 
 12:  self-care activities, and doing service inside and outside program. 
  
I got a Traditions and Concepts sponsor.  I studied each one by reading and writing on each one so that I 
could better practice the Principles of the Steps, Traditions, and Concepts. I also attend conventions and 
workshops to grow in my recovery. Finally, I express gratitude for everything and everyone in my life, 
even the people who mirror my defects. 


